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2019 has been another busy and productive year
at Mount Hawthorn Primary School with many
highlights that are reflected in the Annual Report.
The School Board has worked with staff, parents and
students to develop the new Business Plan, which
sets out a clear direction for the school over the next
three years, with a focus on developing the whole
child.
We have a great group of Year 6 students who have
led the school magnificently as role models to the
younger students and in the wider community. The
move into the new state of the art facilities has given
us room to house programs such as Italian, Science
and STEM and provide extra space to cater for the
many students in the Instrumental Music Program.
A comprehensive school review in both academic
and non academic areas shows positive longitudinal
growth in Literacy and Numeracy. Results of
standardised testing has shown students making
good progress in many areas. These results reinforce
that whole school processes are effective. Our
students have performed well in our Specialist areas
such as Music, Italian, Science and Physical
Education. These enhance and add value to
the teaching and learning program. The staff
have also been proactive in implementing
the Aboriginal Cultural Standards Framework
throughout the teaching and learning program
with support from Katie Hardman and the
Music Program.

as reviewing school policies and processes. They
have been very active in lobbying for ongoing
maintenance and infrastructure, which ensures
the learning environment supports the teaching
program.
There was a significant changing of the guard
with the P&C in 2019. It is great to see that many
volunteers stepped up and the significant work of
the P&C did not skip a beat. The reality of running
both the Canteen and Uniform Shop, both largely
staffed by volunteers, does not occur in many
schools. I know I speak for the school community
in acknowledging the President Julia Wilcox, the
Executive Committee team and all the volunteers
who coordinate programs that help make Mount
Hawthorn Primary a strong community school.
To the parents leaving our school community, many
of you have made a significant contribution. I thank
you and look forward to bumping into you in the
future and seeing how your families are going.
Enjoy the read; I wish you all the best for the summer
break and I look forward to doing it all again in 2020.

Our focus next year is to address the areas of
punctuation, grammar and spelling whilst still
continuing to refine both literacy and numeracy
strategies.
Our partnership with the Education Support
Centre continues to be mutually beneficial and
I appreciate the support of Dr Alison Harman
and her team. Not only do we benefit from their
expertise, but they have also supported the
campus financially with funding for grounds
projects.
The School Board has spent a great deal of
time developing the Business Plan as well
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Schools board
John Siamos - Chair

What has the Board been up to recently?
2019 has been another busy year at MHPS. Some of the things your Board have been working on include:
• This year we held elections for four new parent representatives and this has given the board some fresh
new faces with a passion to be involved in our children’s education. We are excited about the skills
and views these parents bring to the board. The whole board conducted in-house training utilising
the Department of Education Board Training modules to ensure everyone is clear on the roles and
responsibilities for all board members.
• Finalised and published the new business plan for the 3 year period 2019-2021; we encourage all
parents to read the plan on our website.
• Reviewing the school’s data analysis and progress against our targets at a state level and also against
“like” schools, and using this to set priorities for 2020 to achieve our goals as set out in the business plan
• Board Sub-Committees have reviewed school policies. These included Behaviour Management,
Reporting to Parents, Complaints Management and Community Use of Facilities.
• Increased communication with the Department of Education regarding overdue maintenance issues
around the school including the Junior primary roof leaks, condition of woodwork around the upper
school.
• Reviewing kindergarten facilities with City of Vincent and the Department of Education to increase
commitment and coordination between the two bodies for overdue repairs and maintenance at
Margaret Kindergarten which will continue into 2020.
• Reviewed the School’s contributions and charges and approved book lists for the 2020 school year.
• Working with the P&C to advance the funding and construction of the new outdoor classroom project.
• Monitoring the budgets of both Schools.
As noted above, the School business plan was finalised and endorsed for the next 3 year period being 20192021. I strongly recommend that all parents take the time to read the plan to gain an understanding of
how the school sets goals and then monitors achievements to the goals to provide the best educational
outcomes for children at the school. The board has also assisted with the creation of a dedicated capital
expenditure plan to ensure that funding is set aside for longer term replacement projects and resources in a
tight budgeting framework within which public schools operate.

Board meetings
Your Board meets four times during the year on a Wednesday evening. All our meetings are open and we
warmly welcome you to come along. For meeting dates, agendas and minutes, please see the “Board”
section of the Website. We look forward to seeing you at one of our meetings in 2020!
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p&C report

Julia Wilcox - President
2019 kicked off with the annual P&C welcome sundowner. It was held in the newly completed Pre-primary/
Year 6 area and provided a fantastic opportunity to showcase the new build to the whole school community.
It was also the send-off event for Scott Yelland (former President), Tracy Denham (former VP) and Sonia
Siamos (former Events Chair). Thank you to Scott, Tracy and Sonia for all their hard work and comprehensive
handover.
At the AGM, I stepped into the President role and Belinda Owen into Vice President. I am extremely grateful
to Angeline Hicks and Liz Tilmouth who continued as Secretary and Treasurer to enable a smooth transition.
Also, a big thank you to Dale and his team for all their help showing us the ropes. It is a genuine pleasure to
work with an awesome bunch of people.
The first job for the new committee was to complete the Pre-primary area with some play equipment. We
moved quickly to install monkey bars initially and the area was finalised later in the semester with a very
popular fort. It is delightful to see the equipment getting so much use every day! We were also able to add
some play equipment to the Kindergarten during the July school holidays, thanks to fundraising with a kindy
obstacle-a-thon.
Our events team, co-led by Amy Pontague and Amy Pham and consisting primarily of parents of Preprimary children, have been extremely busy this year. There was a stall at the Provedore’s Easter market
followed quickly by the Federal Election cake stall and sausage sizzle. Nobody predicted just how popular the
democracy sausage has become and we sold out three times!
Our number one grounds person, Travis Lithgo, continued on the committee this year and was kept
extremely busy keeping an eye on the Pre-primary build and making sure the contractors kept everything
up to standard. Travis hosted an enormously successful busy bee in the July school holidays with more than
30 parents turning up on a Saturday morning to help out. It was fantastic to see such a great community
atmosphere and the events team was there to make sure there were plenty of sausages on the BBQ. I have
learnt that an incredible amount of effort goes into
maintaining the oval and the P&C is more than happy
to partner with the school in “keeping it green” using
funds raised from the lapathon.
Term 3 saw the events committee explode into action
not just with the lapathon but also hosting cupcake
stalls at the two athletics carnivals as well as an
amazing school disco. Over 650 students attended
the disco and the parents’ area was fantastically well
attended. The introduction of BYO wine glass was very
popular. This event relies heavily on parent volunteers
and it was brilliant to see so many parents getting
involved and contributing. Parents also had the
opportunity to enjoy themselves at Rosemount Bowl
with a P&C parent night out.
The events team would not have been able to run
the disco so smoothly without the invaluable assistance of our wonderful Fathering Project group, The Mt
Hawthorn Mountain Goats. The Goats have had an awesome year with a beach day, Amazing Race around
the local streets, afternoon at the WAFL and a few nights out for Dads. The pinnacle event of the Goats year
was the camp out on the school oval in Term 4!
While events receive all the publicity, there is plenty of hard work going on within the P&C’s business as usual
activities. Our canteen continues to open every day and the uniform shop every Tuesday. A huge thank you is
owed to our loyal staff and volunteers. There were some challenging times in 2019 and it was heart-warming
to see the parent community step in when most needed.
We also have a very hard working grants team who have been successful in securing funds for various school
initiatives which thankfully takes the pressure off fundraising. The P&C have been able to sponsor parent
information sessions on cyber safety and the friendly schools program, as well as contribute to the music
program with financial assistance for the Band Camp.
Our safety committee is responsible for continuous improvements in keeping students safe on their way to
and from school and continues to coordinate the safety house program. We also have a Board Liaison and
communications representative. Alongside all this there is Entertainment Book sales, school banking and
scholastic book club.
It’s been a fantastic year and I look forward to seeing what we can achieve in 2020! We’re always keen to see
new faces so please come along and join us!
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West Oz WildLife
Kindy Blue - Mrs Jacquard

As part of our Talk for Writing in Term 3, we had a
very exciting hook to get us motivated and thinking.
The West Oz Wildlife team visited us at kindy with
all their wonderful Australian native animals for the
students to interact with and hold.
We first met Juda the 9-year old koala who was
happy to get a nice pat but even happier to sleep in
his little portable tree. Next came Yapper the Dingo
who was very friendly and Freckle the Bearded
Dragon who was a little spiky to touch. Those of us
who were brave enough held Bonnie the Stimson
Python, who liked to wrap round little necks!

The Bottlebrush
Kindy Green - Mrs Sell

In Term 3 Kindy Green investigated many aspects of
plant life. The children know the different parts of a
plant and also discovered what elements are needed
to help a plant flourish and grow.
With so many beautiful bottle brush plants
blooming in our local area and the intricate details
of their foliage, we decided to do an observational
drawing of an arrangement brought in by one of the
children.
Observational drawings are part of a meaningful and
authentic early childhood art education program.
It strengthens memory and helps develop fine
motor skills and spatial understanding which are
critical for reading and writing later on. It was also
lots of fun and the children produced some fantastic
masterpieces of which they were very proud.

Puppet Show

Kindy Purple - Mrs Lewis
In Kindy Purple the children have enjoyed making puppets for the story ‘Mrs Wishy Washy’. The children
acted out the events from the beginning, middle and end of the story with a focus on characters and setting.
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the kiddo program
Kindy Orange - Miss Ward

Kindy Orange have enjoyed doing a range of games and obstacle courses from the KIDDO program this
year. We have learnt new games that we have enjoyed including Wicked Witch, a game where we need to
practise our different fundamental movement skills (FMS). When the witch drops her stick we have to run to
the safety of the castle before she catches us.
We have been lucky to get new sports equipment this semester which gets set up into different obstacle
courses. Each obstacle course gives us opportunities to develop fundamental movement skills of balancing,
jumping, throwing and hopping. We also continue to develop our hand-eye coordination during our obstacle
courses. Kindy Orange has enjoyed our FMS sessions each day and we have all developed our skills and
confidence to have a go.

SCIENCE WEEK

Kindy Yellow - Mrs Leibowitz
Kindy Yellow enjoyed Science Week. It brought about inquiry, exploration and many conversations. We
googled questions, read stories and learnt through active participation during each scientific exploration.
Science Week was fun, interactive, exciting, baffling, enticing and more. We made volcanos, watched
chemical reactions using lemons, wondered why milk and dishwashing liquid repel each other, explored why
some objects sink and some float, watched our shrinky dinks shrink in the oven and so much more.
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Green Screen

Pre-primary, Room 15 - Mrs Fraser
In Room 15 we really enjoy our morning dancing. Our favourite people to dance with on the Interactive
whiteboard are a group called Koo Koo Kangaroo who have very colourful and creative videos to dance along
with. These videos feature people dancing in front of moving backgrounds including computer generated
images and designs. This elicited the question “Is this real?” as the Pre-primaries struggled to understand
how real looking people could be in a make
believe scene.
These conversations led us to discussions
about green screens and using the green
screen during Science Week. We were able
to put ourselves on the moon, recreate
the moon landing and use our creative
thinking, imagination and dress ups to
act out a number of scenes on the moon.
We also had many discussions leading to
investigating age old questions such as
“Would a giraffe survive on the moon?” and
“How do astronauts brush their teeth?” We
had a fun time learning about Technology
and Science.

Messy Mud Day

Pre-primary, Room 16 - Mrs Spencer
After only a few weeks in Pre-primary, the children in
Room 16 decided to get dirty, very dirty, in fact they
covered themselves in ooey, gooey mud!
The children, with the help from “Nature Play Solutions”,
had mud baths, baked yummy looking mud pies, painted
Mrs Spencer and themselves with mud and had hilarious
mud fights. The afternoon provided permission for the
children to be ‘silly’ and have fun. There were open-ended
play experiences and opportunities to be out of their
comfort zone. Most importantly it created stories of fun
and adventure to talk, draw and write about.
Our only disappointment, amongst all the laughs and fun,
was that Mr Thompson wouldn’t join us in our muddy fun!
Maybe he will next year?

100 Days of School Celebration
Pre-primary, Room 17 - Mrs Turner

We have been counting the days since our very first
day of Pre-primary and finally, in Term 3, we reached
100 days of school!
Everybody made a big entrance to the classroom
through the streamers and then the fun (which was
lots of maths activities!) began.
We had all brought bags with 100 objects in them
and could see how different 100 could look. We had a
competition to see who could correctly guess which
cup had 100 kernels of popping corn in it. We wore
glasses made from the number 100 and even saw a
clip of people who were aged from one year old all the
way to 100 years old!
It was a great day and of course we had a delicious
lunch thrown in to keep us energised through our very
exciting 100th day of school.
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Talk for Writing

Pre-primary, Room 25 - Miss Gil de Matos
In Term 2, as part of our Talk for Writing program,
we learnt about recounts (who, what, where, when
and why). For our hook (the part of the program that
initially captures the children’s interest and provokes
their thoughts and ideas) we went inside the “school
dungeon!” The inspiration for our hook came from
one of the children, who told us there was a dungeon
at our school when we were learning the “d” sound, in
one of our Letters and Sounds activities. At that point
we decided we MUST go inside the dungeon!
But, before we could go inside we had to brainstorm
all the things that could be in there. Some of us
thought there might be magical unicorns or spooky
ghosts in the dungeon! Mrs Rock had a ‘special key’
which opened the dungeon door and we got to have
a look inside. When we were in there we realised
there was nothing scary in there at all, just lots of
old school things like desks, chairs, trays, and even
a Christmas tree. However, some of our friends are
quite convinced they may have seen some magical
things in the dungeon. After our visit we came back
to our classroom, wrote a list of all the things that
were in the dungeon and created our classroom story
map in relation to our trip to the dungeon.
It was great to hear from the parents that their
children were so excited to come to school throughout this Talk for Writing unit – the ‘dungeon’ adventure
really captured the children’s curiosity and imagination.

animal masks

Pre-primary, Room 26 - Miss Adlam
Room 26 created animal masks based on the starting letter of the animal’s name. These initial sounds tied
in with our Letters and Sounds Program. They turned out so wonderfully well. We even scared some of the
other Pre-primary classes!
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Yoga Warriors

Year 1, Room 1 - Miss Pizzino and Mrs Hottes

Every Wednesday, Room 1 takes a break from our busy week with some yoga. Here we can focus on our
breathing, exercise through creative movement and be mindful of ourselves in the present moment. We
wanted to learn more yoga so Room 1 entered a yoga competition. The children had to write a letter to
Yogazoo about why they thought yoga at school would be good. The children came up with some brilliant
ideas including chillaxing, exercise and fun.
Then Room 1 was lucky enough to win the competition! The Yogazoo teacher, Michelle, got the children
moving, dancing and relaxing in a special incursion at school. It was a great way for the children to tap into
mindfulness through self expression and slowing down.
We continued our yoga sessions each week, building on what we learnt and creating strong minds. Our
favourite poses include the tree, crow, lion pose and warrior 1, 2 and 3! As Lucy says “Yoga is good to chillax
and switch your brain on. It really helps you chill and calm down.”

Constable Care Safety School
Year 1, Room 4 - Miss Rampal and Mrs Miles

As part of the Health Program this year, the Year
1 children attended the Constable Care Safety
School to learn and practise road safety skills. We
learnt the skills needed to be a safe pedestrian
such as choosing the best place to cross the road
and how to do it safely, making sure to stop, look,
listen and think. We also learnt how to be a safe
bike rider, ensuring your bike is working well with
all the necessary safety features and how to ride
safely on the road.
We had lots of fun practising being safe cyclists
and pedestrians. We jumped on our bikes and
rode around the track, ensuring we followed all
the road rules. While some rode bikes, others
were pedestrians. We answered quiz questions
while safely navigating our way around the
roads using the zebra crossings, traffic lights and
pedestrian crossings.
It was an excellent opportunity for us to learn
about being safe on the road. We will take all the
skills we learnt and continue to practise them
every day while we are walking or riding around
the streets of Mount Hawthorn.
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Dr Seuss Day

Year 1, Room 10 - Mrs Sayers
Dr Seuss is an author well-loved by children of all ages. In Year
1 we like to celebrate his birthday in style. The build-up to his
birthday is spent reading and examining a plethora of his story
books. In Room 10 we studied the rhymes in books like “Red
Fish Blue Fish”, “Fox in Socks”, and “Hop on Pop”. We also found
inspiration from stories like “Oh The Places You’ll Go” and “The
Lorax”.
Dr Seuss’ birthday was a full day celebration filled with writing
activities, arts and crafts, and maths rotations, but the biggest
hit of all was our outdoor games. Working with our Year 5
buddies, students were faced with multiple challenges. Hop
on Pop balloon races tested coordination skills. The character
scavenger hunt had students working together to unlock the mysteries of the ever so clever hiding places of
the Dr Seuss story book characters. The dress up relays tested students speed, dressing skills and of course
their teamwork abilities. Room 10 LOVED having their buddies involved. It was certainly a day to remember.

Book Week

Year 1, Room 12 - Mrs Lewis-Russell
This year Room 12 went all out for Book Week. We spread the
message that “reading is our superpower” and engaged the whole
junior block. We participated in many activities and explored
some awesome books that were shortlisted by the Childrens’ Book
Council of Australia (CBCA). One of our favourites was “Here Comes
Stinkbug!”
We painted the book and then created some of the coolest
stink bugs with their own interesting personalities. The children
participated in many art and craft experiences. One that stood out,
that they had never done before, was rainbow ice painting and
linked to the beautiful book “Rainbow Bear”.
During the week the children turned into superheroes and had their own secret identities and superpowers.
They even wrote secret messages linked to our Friendly Classrooms Curriculum, with their friends in Room
4. As the week came to a close the students looked outstanding in the costumes of their favourite book
characters. Room 12 even got to have their Art class with the amazing artist Frida Kahlo. We experimented
with the Green Screen during digital technologies and created narrative settings for our characters.
What a week! We really know how to do it all in Year 1. We had so much fun and learnt so much. Great job my
Room 12 family.

Indigenous Culture

Year 1, Room 14 - Miss Vearing, Mrs Hottes and Ms Brierley
In Term 3, the students in Room 14 were taken on an art journey while exploring the traditional Aboriginal
culture in History. After admiring the talented work of many Indigenous artists and investigating the
symbols they use, we decided to research some of our
own symbols. We chose an animal that we felt best
symbolised the person we are.
Over a nine-week program, we created many forms of
art works using a variety of mediums, which involved
sketching, 3D pipe cleaner and foil prints, printmaking
and finally sewing a cushion that featured our own
unique print. Once the unit of work was complete we
hosted a class art exhibition, where our families and
friends could come and admire our learning journey
and the final art pieces. It was SO much fun learning
many art elements and practices, and being able to
show off our hard work!
Enjoying the morning canapes and flutes of orange
juice as we walked around was okay too!
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kalamunda history village
Year 2, Room 3 - Mrs Denniss and Ms Breen

Early in Term 2, about 115 Year 2 students visited
the Kalamunda History Village to explore what it
was like living in the “Olden Days.”
They sat in a one room bush school, visited a
settler’s cottage, tried out an early fruit sorting
machine, played old fashioned games and tried
their hand at doing the laundry without modern
day appliances.
Their busy morning was topped off by a lunch
picnic and play in Stirk Park.
In Room 3, we followed up this excursion by
writing a Procedure. The children were asked
to write down the steps of preparation needed
before setting out on our excursion. The Kalamunda History Village is well worth a visit with family or visitors
to Perth.

Yanchep Excursion
Year 2, Room 6 - Miss Grace

In Term 3 we visited Yanchep National Park. The excursion
specifically supported our Geography, History and Science
programs.
While we were there we visited the Crystal Cave, looking at
stalactites and stalagmites and learnt about their formation
and discovery. We also had an amusing time with Derek, an
Aboriginal elder who showed us some artefacts and practices,
including a fun dance, celebrating Aboriginal culture and
traditions.
Our final stop was to visit some very active koalas, with our
favourite new fact being that koala babies eat their mum’s
poo! An incredible adaptation the species has made to survive
in the harsh Australian bush.
An exhausting, entertaining but exhilarating day had by all!

Lake Monger Community Garden
Year 2, Room 7 - Miss Reeve

After the Year 2 students visited Lake Monger earlier in the year, Lake Monger Community Garden kindly
donated a garden bed to MHPS. They invited students from Room 7 to come back and plant the first
seedlings in the school’s garden bed and other communal veggie plots.
Room 7, along with the Year 6 Public Relations
committee and parent volunteers, walked to Lake
Monger for the morning to help set up the new
garden beds. In groups, they filled up garden beds
with soil and planted a variety of seedlings. While
at the garden students learnt about composting
and got to add food scraps and paper into the
composting bins.
On the weekends during Semester 2, students from
Room 7 visited the garden with their families to look
after the garden bed and to pick the vegetables
that were ready to be eaten. The veggies, including
beetroot, broccoli, cauliflower and green beans, were
brought into class and students have been able to
eat and try vegetables that they grew.
It has been a valuable experience for the students linking our Sustainability, Science and Health curriculums
while also enjoying the produce in a variety of ways - raw, cooked, made into soup, dips and cakes!
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The Magic Paintbrush

Year 2, Room 6 - Mrs Psaltis-Watkins and Mrs Coote
This term we have been learning how to write a good narrative. Our class model text was “The Magic
Paintbrush”. We mapped the story and learnt it with actions. The purpose of the map is to aid visual memory,
so the children can “see” the plot. It assists the children to understand the elements of a narrative and to
follow the structure.
Our assembly was a showcase of our class learning combining our “hook”, which was used to motivate the
children and our class text, which was used to help the children internalise the story for further application.
Flynn was our wonderful Emperor and did a great job with his lines. Our song medley linked “magic” into our
performance in a simple dance routine.
Our class worked with Room 7 on this and enjoyed the social interaction this provided. We thoroughly
enjoyed getting ready for our assembly and the children put on a fine performance for the audience.

Digital Technologies

Year 2, Room 11 - Mrs Miles and Ms Lewis
Do you know how to find your class folder and open your folder on the school network? How do you save
your document? Do you know how to insert shapes into Word and format them? Can you create your own
spelling list and practise activities in Spelling City?
These are a few of the digital technology skills that have been incorporated into our Mathematics and
English programs this year. In Semester 1, we were also introduced to block coding using Scratch Jnr, and in
Semester 2 we embarked on adding to our block coding skills using an application called Blockly.
This application allowed us to program Dash the robot and put him through his paces! In Term 4, we were
introduced to text production skills with a Christmas theme. These included making word clouds from our
Christmas spelling list. We drafted a letter to Santa, created best copies of our letters in Word and used a free
commercial program to upload the letter and send it to him. We were delighted when we received a reply!
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Reading is our super power

Mrs McKenzie, Mrs Hottes, Mrs Townsend, Mrs Kelly and Mrs Underwood

Mount Hawthorn embraced the Book Week 2019 theme “Reading is our Secret Power” and took it further, as
we really do believe that “Reading is our Super Power” and we have the loan statistics to prove it. In 2019, form
February to September, 118,384 books and resources were borrowed and returned. WOW! and still a term to
go. No wonder Mount Hawthorn students see themselves as “Super-powered Readers” and with Literacy the
key to learning they are right.
Our Book Club, run by our wonderful volunteer parents, is another example of our “Reading Super-Powers”.
We are the largest Book Club in the state, packing and delivering a record 5000 items for our Christmas
order in 2018. Book club has provided the teachers, classes and the library with $2 800 worth of resources for
the year to September. A superb effort!
Not only can you borrow a book from the Harbeck, you can borrow a book-bag. Mrs Edmiston and current
Year 3s hand-printed 50 calico bags, and the wonderful Sonia Siamos lined each with a waterproof insert
– a huge thank you! Students who forget their “WES – Waste Warrior” waterproof and sustainable, to keep
forever book-bag simply borrow a bag with their book and return the bag the following day.
Happy borrowers make happy readers and to hear the students discuss and share their latest books and
favourite characters and plots feels like a giant book club that everyone wants to be a part of. Life-long
learning and life-long joy! Reading really is a super-power!
“It is a crime not to read,” Senior Constable HoyPoy told the classes he read to during Book Week. Mr
Mackesey and the Honourable John Carey MLA and Lego-man also wowed the students with readings
during Book Week. A real highlight!
The Harbeck Library continues to be the hub of the school with library and geography lessons, the junior
lab, hosting our merit award ceremony, school banking, alfresco library and book swap library, computer
club, a battery collection point, and always showcasing student work, such as the rocket ship winning entries
celebrating Science Week and 50 years since the moon landing.
Next, the Art Show, linking art and geography, with student
work celebrating artists’ work from countries studied in
geography - exceptional outcomes for students shared with
the community at open morning.
Geography has been further enriched this year through
the “Year of Indigenous Languages” learning more about
the Noongar beliefs and traditions, such as “Welcome to
Country.” The many cultures that are a part of the Mount
Hawthorn community along with families that have lived in
Mount Hawthorn for several generations, and students who
have travelled far have all added to and deepened students’
understanding of the world.
We are deeply grateful to the parents, staff and student library
monitors who all regularly volunteer their time, ensuring the
Harbeck library stays “super-powered!”
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stem across the school
Mrs Meyer

The integration of Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths continue to be a priority at Mount Hawthorn
Primary School. Throughout the year, all students have had many opportunities to engage in a variety of
STEM related activities. 2019 has been another exciting year and the 50th anniversary of the moon mission
provided an authentic link with the past, present and future of STEM.
During Science Week, all students from Kindergarten to Year 6 at MHPS were involved in a wide variety of
hands on STEM activities based around rocketry and the history of the Moon Landing. Different year levels
focused on different types of rockets and how we can propel them into the air. Classes worked in tandem,
with younger and older students working collaboratively to learn about the Moon, rockets and prior missions.
Classes designed, built and tested a wide variety of rockets that use propulsion to get them in the air. The
younger students created rockets and astronaut equipment for play and the school utilised REmida to reuse
and repurpose materials where possible.
To coincide with Science Week, we offered
a STEM Design Challenge where students
were required to design and build their
own rocket. To inspire our students we
organised an incursion from the Gravity
Centre in Gingin and Riley gave an
interesting and informative presentation
on the science and history of rockets,
and how scientists and engineers get
them into space and onto the moon. The
incursion concluded with a spectacular
rocket launch on the oval to the
excitement of all students.
The STEM Design Challenge provided the
entrants with an opportunity to follow the
design process from idea through to construction as they researched, designed and created their rockets.
There were squeals of delight around the school all week as rockets went flying into the air. Whilst some
rockets failed to launch, this provided students with an opportunity to reflect, adapt and try again.
Our rocket theme for Science Week was highly inspiring for the students and we were impressed by their
enthusiasm and engagement in the history of the Moon Landing and the science behind rocketry. The
varied science activities and design challenge assisted students to build their knowledge and understanding
of the relationships between the STEM subjects, and how we utilise a variety of skills and knowledge when
engaging in the engineering design process. At Mount Hawthorn Primary School, we aim to provide
authentic opportunities so that our students will continue to inquire, solve and create solutions to real world
problems.

Digital Technologies in Pre-Primary
Mr Carr

This is the first year MHPS has introduced a Digital Technologies course for our Pre-primary cohort. In a
world where technology is increasingly being embraced in our lives, students benefit greatly from the
early exposure to Digital Technologies and STEM
integration.
Throughout the year, students have learnt the
importance of giving and receiving clear instructions
through team Lego building projects, treasure hunts
and problem solving tasks, while they have also
been using Cuboid and Beebot robots to learn about
directional coding.
There has been a hands on STEM focus with students
designing and building their own robots, balloon
powered cars and collecting data from weather and
plant growth. Students have also been using tablets to
design pictures, record data and take photos and have
been introduced to the basic hardware and software
components of personal computers, navigating the
login and logout process successfully!
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School in the olden days

Year 3, Room 35 - Mrs Kalebic and Ms Hogg

In Term 2, Room 35 learnt about what life was like in
the “Olden Days”. We looked at how transport, toys,
clothing and school have changed over time. We reenacted what it would be like to be in a classroom in
the “Olden Days”. Mrs Kalebic made us line up outside
the room in two lines, one for boys and the other for
girls. We had to show Mrs Kalebic our hands so that
she could see if they were clean. If they weren’t, we
had to clean them. We then sat in rows and did some
Maths, Spelling and Handwriting on small blackboards
with chalk. It was so hard writing our name in the old
cursive style. We were not allowed to speak unless Mrs
Kalebic asked us a question and then we had to stand
to give her the answer. We sang “God Save the Queen”
and had to stand up every time an adult entered our
room. We are glad we didn’t have to go to school in
the “Olden Days”. School nowadays is so much more
fun!

Friendly schools plus
Year 3, Room 38 - Mrs Abramo

In Room 38, we have focused on promoting positive peer relationships. During our health program and
using the ‘Friendly Schools Plus’ resource, Room 38 created their very own balloon buddies.
We learnt about what makes a good friend through many activities and one in particular where the students
created and named their own buddies.
The students took home their balloon buddies and cared for them and treated them as if they were a reallife friend. The students then came back to school and discussed the different ways that they cared for their
balloon buddies. Room 38 then wrote down all of the ways to be an excellent friend. Some of these included
caring for each other when one of you is upset, being inclusive, thoughtful of those around you, and most
importantly, being happy!
After learning about what makes a strong friendship we then looked at the different ‘ingredients’ of a
friendship and based our assembly around creating the perfect friendship soup. We discovered that
kindness, goofiness, honesty, respect and trust are some of the main ingredients.
We believe that strong and happy friendships are so important, both inside the classrooms and out in the
community.
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Scitech Excursion

Year 3, Room 42 - Mrs Murphy
In Term 3, the Year 3 classes were learning about space, so what better place to view the night skies than the
planetarium.
The day started out quite cloudy and it did rain on us a little bit while getting on the buses. We needed two
big buses to carry all the children there. Most of our parent helpers met us when we got there.
We quickly formed into our groups and lined up waiting to go into the planetarium. Some people started
getting a little anxious about going in because they thought they might feel sick. The adults told us just to
close our eyes and breathe if we felt a bit dizzy.
Charlie was our guide and he quickly directed us into the planetarium where we began to take our seats and
waited for the show to begin. Then another guide talked us through what we would see in the Perth sky that
night and showed us what it would look like inside the planetarium. Before we knew it, it was very dark and
we could start to see the stars and moon in the night sky. He talked to us about the constellations and how
the astronomers map out the sky using them. We spotted all sorts of constellations including the Southern
Cross, Orion’s belt, Scorpius and Pegasus. He then zoomed us right past many different planets, giving us a
close up look at Jupiter’s big storm and Saturn’s beautiful rings.
It was now time to watch a movie called “Tilt”. It
was all about why and how the seasons happen
on Earth. It had a girl, her little brother and their
robot who magically ended up in all parts of
the earth and solar system. They explained how
the axial tilt and the orbiting earth cause the
different seasons.
Next we gathered together in Scitech and had
our recess. We were then able to explore the
main area of Scitech with our group for about
45 minutes. The rescue area and the bee hive
were very interesting and popular. Before we
knew it, they were calling for Mount Hawthorn
to gather at the entrance to return to school.
We said goodbye and thanked our guide and
our parent helpers. Scitech’s guide said we were
very well behaved and could come again any
time. This made our teachers smile.

Brain Breaks in the Classroom
Year 3, Room 43 - Miss Jack

Throughout the year, Room 43 has been using ‘brain breaks’ as a tool to increase productivity, improve fitness
and boost mental wellness.
Using the ‘Friendly Schools Plus’ resource, we have been
learning how to maintain a healthy body and a healthy mind.
The students have been participating in guided meditations
and mindfulness activities to cope with feelings of stress and
to improve focus. After finding some space in the classroom,
students close their eyes and focus on deep breathing from the
chest, isolating different muscles in the body to tense and relax,
as well as using their senses to identify different parts of their
environment. When reflecting on these activities as a class,
many students reported feeling very calm and centred.
Our class has also been trying some Pilates exercises, inspired
by the Mount Hawthorn staff Pilates group. The movements
focus on flexibility, strength and balance, and are ideal to break
up lessons that involve a lot of sitting down.
The most popular brain break by far has been the wide variety of ‘Go Noodle’ videos which guide students
through silly dances and games. These activities have been used with great success to combat restlessness
and are also an excellent motivator.
We have had a lot of fun exploring how brain breaks help our minds and bodies to grow!
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Mount Hawthorn Historical Walk
Year 3, Room 40 - Mrs Williams and Mrs Hogg

On Friday, 14 June, the MHPS Year 3 classes went for a very long and fast walk around Mount Hawthorn
to look at some of the historical sites that are found in our great suburb. Dr Susanna Iuliano, who is in
charge of the Local History Centre at City of Vincent, walked with us, as did many, many, many parents and
grandparents who volunteered to help.
Mrs Williams told us about the history of a few of the many parks, buildings and people in and from Mount
Hawthorn.
Our school started as Mount Hawthorn School in 1906 and 43 children went to the Congregational Church
Hall where the DOME is now. When the school had too many children, a new school was built in 1908 which
is the senior block of MHPS now. There were too many children in the senior block, so the junior block was
built in 1938. This was called the Mount Hawthorn Infants School.
Mount Hawthorn had its very own dairy called Cartwright’s Dairy and Ice works, in Coogee St (where the
Paddington townhouses are now). The brand name was called ‘Dairy Queen’. Anzac Rd at that time was
made up of wooden planks all along it all the way to Scarborough. The milk would come from dairy farms in
Osborne Park! Amazing!
The Oxford Hotel (built in 1904) and the Paddington Hotel (built in 1932) used to be home for working men
from the country who came to the city to get a job. They would rent a room upstairs and for a small amount
of money, they would get an evening meal included.
Trams were used all along the major streets of
Perth - very much like the ones in Melbourne now.
Tram number 15 used to run all the way from Perth
city and stop at the Oxford Hotel. Guess what the
number of the bus is that goes along Oxford St
now? Bus number 15! Spooky!
Back in the 1930s, the Bodhi Bookstore on Oxford
St used to be the Ritz Movie Theatre which could fit
1200 people inside. During summer, there was an
outdoor cinema at Axford Park where they could
fit 500 people. Imagine that! A movie theatre in
Mount Hawthorn! I wish we still had it there!
Axford Park was named after a famous Mount
Hawthorn man called Thomas Axford who fought
in WWI. He saved his platoon from being captured
and killed by the Germans. He won the Victoria
Cross for his bravery.
We learnt about Anzac Cottage which was built
in one day by volunteer tradesmen. Private John
Porter was the first soldier (from Perth) to return
from the war and he was given the house to live in.
Many people think that Menzies Oval is named
after a famous Australian prime minister BUT it’s
not! It is named after a very hard working Perth
City Councillor, Peter Menzies, who over many
years established many suburbs such as Mount
Hawthorn, North Perth and Highgate.
Braithwaite Park was named after John Braithwaite
who was the gardener in charge of parks in the City
of Perth and he designed Hyde Park and Queens
Gardens. He did such a wonderful job for 40 years
that when he died, he had a park named after him!
His son then took over the job from him!
It was a tiring three hours but a great experience
because we learnt so much about the suburb we
live in! Mount Hawthorn is awesome!
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MounT HAWTHORN OUT OF SCHOOL HOURS CENTRE - OSCA
Wilma Gouws

Mount Hawthorn Out of School Hours Centre is a
not-for-profit organisation. OSCA reports to our
parent committee, which are volunteer parents from
OSCA. Our license and service approval fall under
the Government of Western Australia Department of
Communities Education and Care Regulatory Unit.
We have a wonderful relationship with the school
and are very thankful for their support and
encouragement throughout the years.
We implement the National Quality framework (NQF)
/ My Time Our Place framework for school children in
care in Australia. The Framework is designed to inspire
conversations, improve communication and provide a
common language about children’s play, leisure and
learning among children themselves, their families,
the broader community, school age care educators
and other professionals.
We have merged our Year 3 -6 group from the Mt
Hawthorn Community Hall back on to the school
site at the end of 2018. OSCA now have an approved
license for 110 children.
We provide before (BSC) and after school care (ASC) to
the community of Mount Hawthorn school children
from Pre-primary to Year 6. During school holidays we
provide a vibrant and very active program for children
from Mount Hawthorn Primary School as well as the
broader community.
Our Educators provide nutritious morning and
afternoon tea during vacation care and afternoon tea
during ASC.
Enrolments for each new calendar year open the first
day of Term 4 and vacation care booking forms open 3
weeks prior to the start of each school holiday.
Please visit our website for more information:
www.mthawthornosca.com.au
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Italian Fashion Parade
Year 4, Room 30 - Mrs Sturgeon

The students were put into groups then asked to choose a theme. They dressed up according to the theme
and paraded for an audience of Pre-primary and Year 1 students. Each student described in Italian what they
were wearing. Some students wrote about the experience.
Jonah: “My group were ‘Futuristic/ DJ People’. All six of us had the time of our lives dancing, posing, striding
and much more. We all wanted to go on but the siren went.”
Sam: “For the fashion parade our theme was ‘Soccer’. I wore a Saint Germain kit. I loved it so much! We had
lots of laughs and fun. A five-star rating!”
Eve: “After loads of practising my group had done it….the Italian Fashion Parade was a total success! It was
quite hot under the Onesie but we passed with flying colours! Over all I had fun with my friends but learnt at
the same time. It was great!”

Waste Wise Audit

Year 4, Room 33 - Mrs Jesson

On Thursday 23 May, Year 4 Room 33 and our buddy
class conducted a scientific investigation about
waste. First we watched a clip about the Great Pacific
Garbage Patch and how much rubbish was in the
ocean. It was not good at all because there was so
much rubbish hurting the animals that were just
swimming along minding their own business. Our
class thought we could all do a lot better about where
we put our rubbish.
Next we sat down in the undercover area to start a
scientific investigation about how much rubbish our
school is producing each day. Daniel Murano was our
guest speaker helping us to sort the rubbish. First we
put on some gloves and then we sorted rubbish from
the school bins into different tubs. Some of the tubs
were labelled whole fruits, snack wrappers, cardboard
and landfill rubbish. It was amazing to see some of the
rubbish people were putting in the bin.
First we were organised into two groups, one group sorted the rubbish and the other group members were
the monitors for the different coloured tubs. Their role was to check if the rubbish people put in the tubs was
meant to be there or not. After a while the two groups swapped roles.
After that we had to count how much rubbish was in each tub. I was the manager who got told how many
bits of rubbish they counted. Sarah recorded the amount on a recording sheet and Evelyn was in charge of
weighing the tubs with the rubbish inside. After that we all had to pitch in to help clean up. When we got
back to class we talked about how important it is to reduce, reuse and recycle and some of the things we can
do to be good Waste Free Warriors.
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Paper Bag

Year 4, Room 32 - Mrs Fletcher and Mr Gryta
To celebrate Book Week, the Year 4 students shared some of
their favourite books with their peers. They did this in the form of
a Paper Bag Talk. Each student decorated a paper bag and filled
it with five objects that represented a character, event or theme
from the book.
Their talks included a brief plot summary, character and setting
details, lots of surprising objects and recommendations. The Paper
Bag talks this year certainly inspired lots of student to read THAT
BOOK!

Kings Park Excursion
Year 4, Room 31 - Mrs Kiddle

On Wednesday 13 March, a group of very excited year
4 students, along with some terrific parent helpers
went on an excursion to visit King’s Park.
The two main areas of King’s Park that the excursion
took place were at Naturescape and the Botanic
Gardens.
The students had fun exploring Naturescape –
climbing the Python, building dams and bridges
with rocks and making miniature boats from bark,
sticks and leaves to sail in the flowing, fresh water
creek. The students had a great time constructing
mia mia’s from tree branches and identifying rocks
that they had been learning about in Science.
We had a guided tour of the Botanic Gardens and
learnt about some of the amazing trees and plants
growing in the garden and how Aboriginal people
used some of the plants for bush medicine. The
students also learnt about what types of plants
provided the Aboriginal people with bush tucker.
The guides talked about Aboriginal history and the
history of the park. Some students were selected and
dressed in simple costumes to dramatise the story
that unfolded as the guides spoke. The excursion
concluded with the students making journey sticks
to remember the day.
The journey sticks were made from sticks found on
the ground and interesting natural things selected
individually by the students that were collected
in the park, for example interesting leaves on the
ground, gumnuts and feathers.
After the excursion, many positive comments were
received on how much the students enjoyed the
experience, especially playing in the water.
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TRanby House and EAST Perth Cemeteries Excursion
Year 5, Room 44, Mr McKenzie

Last term, Year 5 went on an amazing excursion to Tranby House and East Perth Cemeteries.
Our class and Room 45 first arrived at Peninsula Farm or you could call it Tranby House. First we listened to
the Education Officer. She amused us by telling us about the amazing history of the farm and Joseph Hardy,
his wife and twelve children and how they once owned the land on the peninsula. They were also part of the
Swan River Colony. Did you know it’s one of the oldest original houses? Afterwards, we got a tour around the
old house.
We visited the dining room and kitchen first and learnt about the old fashioned stoves. In the bedrooms
back then they had to have cloth over the top of beds to stop dirt dropping from the thatched roofs. They
had upright cylinder pillows instead of flat ones and mattresses made of horsehair. After that we saw the
miniscule amounts of food they had on offer, the work document they signed and how they were ripped in
wave shapes so even if you couldn’t read you would know the agreement. We also practised using the scales
using bread, sugar and fake meat. After leaving the beautiful rooms we saw a shelf with interesting food in
jars and some recipes. We had a break for recess
and then went on with our tour.
We continued our fun and started again at the
deep well. Sadly it had to have metal bars over the
top to stop cheeky children climbing in. Soon after
we ventured back into the house and the lady
showed us each colour that the house used to be,
there were about five different colours!
Our favourite part of the excursion is the next
bit though. After another ride on the bus we all
arrived at East Perth Cemeteries. The Cemeteries
are split into lots of sections for different religions.
The Education Officer there showed us lots of
important graves, such as Henry Monger and
John Septimus Roe. She explained why the
cemeteries were not as pretty as they could have
been. To keep the area luscious and put in flowers,
they would need sprinklers which would mean
risking water damage to the precious graves.
Then we ventured back to the church in light rain,
where we were split into groups to start looking
for graves on a map.
One of the groups started on finding the
gravestones on the topic of finding out how the
person died. It was super interesting. Some of
the ways the people died were: diseases, getting
kicked by a horse, getting shot in the heart,
murdered in their sleep, even bathing in a river
and drowning. Each map had different topics to
search for, such as young deaths, convicts and
what occupation the person had. Sadly, some poor
people didn’t have gravestones. I hope we didn’t
step on any by accident!
This was the best excursion Year 5 had ever had!
We stared out of the window of the bus sad the
excursion had ended but happy because we had
plenty to tell our parents.
by Shiloh and Lily.
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Kings Park

Year 5/6, Room 22, Mr Lawrence
On Friday 8 March, the Year 6 students attended
Kings Park to participate in team building
activities. The aim of the day was to prepare us
for the leadership opportunities we would have
throughout the year.
We were sorted into groups and competed
in many tasks including sling shots, memory
matches, solving a tricky puzzle after making our
way across the grass on planks with our team,
paper scissors rock championships and untwisting
ropes with a partner. On each rotation there was a
combination of team and individual activities.
Throughout the day we worked with a variety
of students and got to know each other in new
ways and appreciate the many talents our fellow
students have. By the end of the day we learned
how to rely on each other to complete difficult
tasks. It was a really fun day with great activities that showed us the value of working together.
by Audrey & Rosie

LIttle bits/Year 5 Tablets
Year 5, Room 45, Miss Dinsdale

In Year 5, we are lucky enough to receive
personal tablets for the first time. These
tablets extend our learning, allowing us to
use educational programs such as Mathletics,
Google Classroom and Typing Club on a
daily basis. This, combined with a specialised
Design and Digital technologies program, has
expanded our knowledge and exposure to
STEM and robotics.
In Semester 2, we use ‘little bits’ robotics
and programs to design and run code on
physical circuits we have built. We then
visited Scitech in week 4, where we used our
skills and knowledge of little bits and digital
technologies to solve real-world problems.

Cricket Carnival

Year 5, Room 47, Mr Thompson
Term 1 saw the mighty Year 5 students and teachers
all joining up for a few games of cricket at Britannia
Park. With the amazing help from the WACA staff we
all learned new skills.
The teams were made up by our factions, six to eight
people and mixed. Once we finished one game we
would rotate to a different match and play against
different teams. We had parent volunteers to help
out the WACA staff umpire and coach. Some parents
came to watch and encourage us.
There were no trophies for first place but we all knew
we were winners. Everyone was super pumped when
we all got a free water, what a bonus! A special thanks
to the parent volunteers, the WACA staff and our
awesome teachers for organising this day.
by Shaun and Felix
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WA Literacy and Numeracy Testing 2019 (naplan)
In 2019 the NAPLAN testing took place for all Year 3, 5, 7 & 9 students throughout Australia. The tables below indicate the
2019 NAPLAN testing results in Reading, Punctuation & Grammar, Spelling, Writing and Numeracy. 2019 NAPLAN results
are provided for Year 3 and 5 students and 82 former Year 6 students.
Performance growth comparisons of students from Year 3 to 5 is based on student matching rather than cohort
matching and like-school comparisons are based on the SEI (Socio Economic Index). The SEI is an index of socioeconomic disadvantage and has five dimensions - education, occupation, Aboriginality, family income and single parent
family.
Proficiency Bands

PROFICIENCY
BAND

STATE

LIKE
SCHOOLS

SCHOOL

6-10

31%

31%

16%

48%

48%

26%

36%

32%

15%

35%

42%

22%

51%

55%

31%

5

34%

32%

22%

25%

27%

23%

40%

43%

34%

20%

27%

22%

26%

24%

23%

4

21%

23%

27%

15%

13%

19%

20%

20%

29%

22%

18%

22%

14%

11%

17%

3

8%

9%

20%

6%

8%

14%

3%

3%

13%

13%

8%

16%

2%

7%

13%

2

6%

4%

11%

5%

3%

13%

1%

1%

6%

10%

3%

9%

4%

3%

10%

1

0%

1%

5%

1%

0%

4%

0%

0%

3%

0%

1%

8%

4%

1%

6%

LIKE
SCHOOLS

PUNCTUATION

SCHOOL

SPELLING

STATE

WRITING

STATE

LIKE
SCHOOLS

SCHOOL

STATE

LIKE
SCHOOLS

SCHOOL

READING

LIKE
SCHOOLS

NUMBER

STATE

LIKE
SCHOOLS

SCHOOL

STATE

SCHOOL

YEAR 3
RESULTS

LIKE
SCHOOLS

Test results are reported on a scale from Band 1 to Band 10. The achievement scale represents increasing levels of skills
and understandings.

PROFICIENCY
BAND
8 - 10

20%

22%

8%

28%

25%

12%

11%

9%

4%

17%

23%

11%

18%

28%

15%

7

33%

31%

16%

28%

36%

22%

13%

20%

12%

36%

31%

22%

30%

28%

19%

6

31%

28%

29%

31%

24%

28%

48%

36%

29%

29%

29%

29%

32%

22%

22%

5

11%

16%

28%

9%

12%

20%

19%

26%

32%

13%

13%

22%

10%

13%

22%

4

2%

3%

13%

3%

3%

11%

6%

6%

14%

2%

3%

9%

9%

7%

12%

1-3

3%

0%

5%

2%

1%

6%

3%

2%

9%

3%

1%

7%

2%

1%

10%

LIKE
SCHOOLS

PUNCTUATION

SCHOOL

SPELLING

STATE

WRITING

STATE

SCHOOL

STATE

LIKE
SCHOOLS

SCHOOL

READING

LIKE
SCHOOLS

NUMBER

STATE

LIKE
SCHOOLS

SCHOOL

STATE

SCHOOL

YEAR 5 RESULTS

LIKE
SCHOOLS

In Year 3, Band 2 represents the national minimum standard for this year level.

PROFICIENCY
BAND

NUMBER

READING

WRITING

SPELLING

STATE

SCHOOL

STATE

LIKE
SCHOOLS

SCHOOL

STATE

LIKE
SCHOOLS

SCHOOL

STATE

LIKE
SCHOOLS

82 FORMER
YEAR 6
STUDENTS
RESULTS

SCHOOL

In Year 5, Band 4 represents the national minimum standard for this year level.

PUNCTUATION

9 -10

30%

15%

12%

8%

0%

4%

11%

10%

16%

11%

8

30%

18%

37%

18%

50%

13%

31%

20%

19%

15%

7

24%

26%

31%

28%

33%

23%

36%

27%

29%

24%

6

10%

22%

12%

24%

17%

29%

13%

24%

25%

23%

5

2%

12%

6%

13%

0%

20%

6%

11%

8%

16%

1-4

2%

7%

1%

8%

0%

12%

2%

8%

2%

10%

In Year 7, Band 5 represents the national minimum standard for this year level.
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Grade Distribution
Schools within Western Australia have been able to compare report grades with Like Schools, District and Statewide
report grades. We collected, analysed and used quality student performance information to enable teachers to moderate
student achievements with all primary students in Semester 1. In all learning areas and all year levels MHPS compared
favourably to other schools. This information could also be compared with NAPLAN results of similar schools. Further
information regarding the graphs will be available in 2020 using Semester 2 2019 report information.

National Reporting Requirements
STAFF ALLOCATION

STAFF QUALIFICATIONS

Current staffing allocations for MHPS are detailed in the
table below.

All the teaching staff meet the requirements to teach in
Western Australian schools and are registered with the
Western Australian College of teaching.

NO.

FTE

ADMINISTRATION STAFF
Principals

1

1.0

Deputy Principals

2

1.4

Total Administration

3

2.4

TEACHING STAFF
Level 3 classroom teachers

6

4.6

Teachers

50

39.5

Total Teaching Staff

56

44.1

Clerical/Administrative

5

3.8

Gardening Maintenance

1

0.9

Other non-teaching staff

27

16.1

Total school support staff

33

20.8

TOTAL

92

67.3

SCHOOL SUPPORT STAFF

STAFF PROFESSIONAL LEARNING
All teaching staff have engaged in professional learning
linked to the system and school priorities. They have
continued to have writing as a focus this year, in particular
all year levels have integrated and maintained the Talk for
Writing program into their learning.

STUDENT ATTENDANCE RATES
The attendance rates for this year are not available until
the conclusion of the school year. Further information
regarding this data will be available on the school website
Term 1 2020.

2020 DESTINATION YEAR 6 STUDENTS

DESTINATION HIGH SCHOOLS
96 Year 6 students graduated from Mount Hawthorn
Primary School, ready to move into various high schools in
2020.
46 students went to Bob Hawke College,
19 students went to Churchlands Senior High School,
7 went to Mount Lawley Senior High School,

Bob Hawke College, 46
Churchlands Senior High School, 19

1 went to Duncraig Senior High School,

Mt Lawley Senior High School, 7

1 went to Perth Modern School,

Perth Modern School, 1

1 went to Applecross Senior High School,
and 23 went to other schools.

Duncraig Senior High School, 1
Applecross Senior High School, 1
Other, 23
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year 6 activities

Year 6, Rooms 18, 19, 22 & 23 - Mr Norman, Miss French, Mr Lawrence and Mrs Gillies

Sienna’s dinner
On Wednesday 21 August, we got the amazing
opportunity to go to Sienna’s, an awesome Italian
restaurant located in Leederville. The same exciting
event happens annually for Year 6s.
Prior to this, we got to do many entertaining activities
and Kahoots to practise our skills at ordering food.
We were also given a menu to choose a meal from
and hand in to the wonderful Italian teacher, Signora
Monisse.
The food there was delicious and we all had fun and
interesting conversations with our friends. After dinner
we lined up to get gelato from the neighbouring
gelato store. When we got back to the seats we ate
gelato while sitting boy-girl so we could meet new
friends.
The Sienna’s dinner was a blast. We all left laughing
and smiling. We will keep the memories for the rest of our lives.
I would like to thank our amazing Italian teacher, Signora Monisse. Bravo! Grazie mille! by Angus

public speaking competition
On Wednesday 15 May, the Year 6 annual Public Speaking Competition was held. The Public Speaking
Competition is a chance for students to show off their speaking skills in front of the Year. All the
performances were spectacular and it was very hard to decide on the place-holders.
Before the best of the best performed their brilliant speeches, there was a competition before that. Everyone
in Year 6 had to come up with their own ideas and write a speech on it to present it in front of the class.
After weeks and weeks of delicate planning and writing, over the range of a week, all the speeches had been
presented to their class. The rest of the students gave them a score out of 40 and the finalists were chosen
from each classroom and the results were:
Room 23 - Hugo, India, Lucia, Savannah
Room 22 - Jaya, Sophia, Ethan, Ben
Room 19 - Ava, Layla, Frankie, Kealey
Room 18 - Chloe, James, Angus, Zoe
Everyone had really great ideas and thought outside
of the box. The range went from sports to cooking to
YouTube and even sneezes! Unfortunately though,
the judges couldn’t pick everyone so it came down to
these people.
The competition was intense but so amazing with
costumes and props and a huge audience. Everyone
who was chosen to compete did so well and all of the
topics were so different as well as creative. It was such
an amazing experience for all of us.
The winners of the 2019 Public Speaking Competition
were:
4th: Chloe Khosravi
3rd: Hugo Pham
2nd: Ava Watters
1st: India Fisher
Thank you to all Year 6 teachers, Miss French, Mr Lawrence, Mr Norman and Mrs Gillies, all of the judges who
helped choosing the winner, parents for helping with costumes and props and being there for their fantastic
kids and all the students for trying so hard to present amazing speeches! by Hayley, Layla and Frankie
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Year 6 camp
On Thursday 23 May in Term
2, the Year 6s experienced a
fantastic camp at Woodman
Point. We left school by bus and
arrived there before lunchtime.
We were there for three days
of activities and two nights,
sleeping in our dorms. We all
had an amazing time trying out
lots of new activities, such as
rock climbing, flying fox, archery,
roping and team building games,
but my personal favourite was the
vertical challenges.
Most importantly we got to hang
out with our friends for the three
days. One night we had a movie
night and the other a quiz night.
The food was pretty good too,
although not as good as home!
We would like to thank all the
teachers who came to supervise
us and stay up until we fell asleep
and all of the staff at Woodman
Point. Everyone had loads of fun,
and this camp was definitely one
to remember!
by Sophia
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sport at mount hawthorn
Mrs Kenny and Mrs Putt

Swimming

The 2019 Faction Swimming Carnival
On Tuesday 12 March all the students from Years 4-6
attended the 2019 school swimming carnival at HBF
stadium. Everyone gave it their best and the day was
fantastic. There was a lot of excitement at the carnival
with all the events and fun activities. It was a huge
success and there were many winners and personal
bests achieved. The day consisted of the fun relay
games, races and a grand relay. It was definitely a fun
filled and eventful day. Braithwaite faction won the
carnival this year, followed closely by Shakespeare, Axford and Menzies. In the grand relay the top swimmers
from each faction competed against each other in a thrilling race to finish the day.
by Emmiline, Tamsin and Audrey

Interschool Swimming Carnival
On Wednesday 10 April, selected students swam their best at the annual interschool swimming carnival.
They competed against Kapinara, Wembley, Churchlands, Wembley Downs and numerous other Primary
Schools. Mount Hawthorn finished their final races and ranked at the top by a mile. This win would not have
been possible without the help of two wonderful coaches, Sarah and Nicola, a former MHPS student. These
coaches came from Tuart Hill swimming club, who have been partnered with the school for many years and
will be in the future. Congratulations to the Year 6 leaders for leading the school so well.
by Isobelle and James

athletics
Faction Athletics

On Thursday 5 September all of the senior school went to Menzies Park to take part in the Year 3-6 Faction
Athletics Carnival. It was exciting and fun as everyone got to take part in it, even if it was running up and
down the track helping with the organisation and helping it run smoothly.
The day began with some flat races. All of the year
groups participated, and it was very enjoyable trying
our hardest and sprinting to the finish line. After that,
we all worked as a team during the team games. In
the bays, we ate lollies and had loads of fun laughing
and cheering on our friends while they did their
races. We were also allowed to eat our lunch with
our parents, or stay in the bays with our mates. Many
parents donated cupcakes to sell at a cupcake stall.
The rest of the day was fast and intense.
There was an amazing grand finale race. It was between Shakesphere’s Marley Brown and Menzies’ Ben
Chalmers, who were in it to win it. Marley had a good head start but then Ben’s instinct kicked in and he
bolted to catch up to the winner. It was a very close race but in the end, Marley had just gotten his foot to
cross the line first. To top the day off, we found out the results of the overall points: 1st - Shakespere, 2nd Menzies, 3rd - Axford, 4th - Braithwaite. The bonus shield was awarded to Menzies, for loud cheering and
good sportsmanship throughout the day. The results from the juniors carnival and the results from the
seniors carnival were added together to make the final score. It was a day full of fun and friendship and no
matter the score everyone did their best.
by Frankie, Hayley and Layla

Interschool Athletics
On Wednesday 25 September, selected Years 2, 4 and 6 students from Mount Hawthorn Primary School
competed in the Interschool Athletics Carnival at McLean Park in Floreat. The other primary schools involved
were Subiaco, Lake Gwelup, Karrinyup, Floreat Park, Wembley and West Balcatta. Mrs Putt and Ms Kenny
helped organise the carnival with the other schools. Mr Thompson and Mr Norman trained us during the
term and assisted on the day. Games were corner spry, leaderball, passball, tunnel ball and bean bag shuttle
as well as relays and sprints. Both Year 6 relay teams won. Mount Hawthorn finished 2nd overall behind
Wembley, which took top spot. It was a great day and everyone tried their best. by Ewan
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italian

Signora Monisse
Italian Languages Week Activities
It has been a busy year for our Year 3-6 students
who study Italian. Students have had some great
opportunities to practise Italian vocabulary and
expressions and apply them to real life situations in a
fun and meaningful way.

YEAR 6: Una Serata Meravigliosa al Ristorante
Our annual Sienna’s dinner in Leederville took place
on Wednesday 21 August. 92 students attended
the dinner and dressed elegantly for the occasion.
Students enjoyed a variety of pizza and pasta dishes,
however gnocchi alla napoletana was the favourite.
Students should be very proud of their high standard
of behaviour and manners.

Going to Sienna’s was a memorable experience; the
food was delicious and the ambience was perfect. In
class we learnt about the variety of Italian dishes and
then on the night, we finally got to taste them. It was
great to see all the students dress up and spend time
with our friends out of school. We will forever cherish
the memories we made that night. by Max and Sam

YEAR 5: Pasta with Chef Valentina
Year 5 students attended a pasta making workshop run by Chef Valentina. Chef Valentina has a strong
passion for traditional Italian cooking and she is very proud to introduce her Nonna’s recipes. Students
learnt the art of making fresh homemade pasta and then got to sample their creation with a tasty sugo al
pomodoro (tomato sauce) and parmigiano sprinkled on top.
We loved making pasta as we discovered that it’s not only delicious but fun and easy to make.
by Audrey and Tamsin

YEAR 4: Sfilate di Moda
Year 4 students prepared clothing descriptions for their fashion parades. The students thoroughly
enjoyed presenting them and showcasing their language proficiency in front of the junior classes. The
students should be commended for the effort they put into their styling, song choices, choreography and
pronunciation – bravissimi studenti!

YEAR 3: Mangiamo La Pizza!
Year 3 students had a pizza making day working in groups to make the perfect pizza. Special thanks to our
parent and grandparent helpers who made this activity possible.

Perth Modern Visit
Year 10 students studying Italian visited MHPS classes to talk about the advantages of doing a language in
high school. The students also facilitated lots of activities and games for our students, including bocce out on
the oval. An enjoyable day for all!
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music at mount hawthorn
Mrs Hardman and Mrs Smart

Music Camp

Music Camp 2019, organised by our wonderful parent group for our orchestra and band was fantastic. Over
the two days and one night, the Year 5 and 6 orchestra and band students had the opportunity to rehearse
together and develop their skills as musicians.
The students developed friendships, including students from Kyilla, Jolimont, Maylands-Peninsula and
Inglewood Primary Students who are also a part of our band.
They challenged themselves with activities such as archery, caving, flying fox and the big swing and enjoyed
a fun night at “Spicks and Specks” where they
worked in teams to answer music questions to
earn fantastic prizes.
The concert for parents at the end of the
camp was truly amazing and showcased all
the hard work put in by the students and their
conductors Mrs Carter and Mr Pointon. The
level of improvement in those two days was
incredible and the hours of intense rehearsal
paid off.
Thanks so much to Caz Shurmer and the huge
team of hardworking and supportive parents
who make this camp possible. We are so
fortunate to be given these opportunities and
appreciate the time and energy our parents put
in.

Gina Williams & Guy Ghouse

In celebration of 2019 as the International Year of Indigenous Languages, we were all excited to welcome
Gina Williams and Guy Ghouse to Mount Hawthorn Primary School. Stunning vocals, guitar brilliance and
Noongar language all came together to take us on a joyous journey and celebration of Noongar culture.
Gina and Guy introduced us to the song “Wanjoo” which is the Noongar word for “welcome” and many new
Noongar words and phrases. After Gina and Guy’s visit, we continued to learn the song “Wanjoo” and then
another song with a verse about animals called “Wanjoo My Friend” during music lessons. These Noongar
songs became our community songs during assemblies for all Pre-primary to Year 6 students. Experiencing
Noongar language through song has delighted and inspired us all!
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Crown Concert

On Thursday 8 August, the choir, orchestra and soloists performed at Crown Theatre along with many other
schools around Perth for WA Government Schools Music Society concert series.
At Crown theatre, the choir performed an amazing Queen Medley which was incredible and entertaining.
After the intermission, the amazing orchestra performed. They played ‘The Abandoned Funhouse’, ‘Jane and
Josie’, and ‘Firework’ beautifully. It was a breathtaking performance.
There were outstanding performances by very talented soloists: Willem, Sofia, Hayley, Mischa, Olivia and Jaya
who played violin, cello, piano or sang and really impressed the audience.
After all of that everyone was exhausted but that performance was the best experience and will stay with us
forever. Being on that enormous stage was quite possibly the most amazing thing ever. We can’t wait for
next year! by Hayley and Frankie
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art at mount hawthorn

Mrs Edmiston, Miss Reilly and Miss Pizzino

We have been continuing to grow and develop in the visual arts arena. Not only is the art room being fully
utilised to develop a multitude of skills, but we have the Year 1s operating out of a fully equipped art space
with Miss Pizzino. They have explored elements of shape, colour, line, space and texture. The focus of their
inspirations have been Pablo
Picasso, Ken Done and Joan Miro
and contemporary Aboriginal artists.
They have used a variety of materials
and techniques, including collage,
print making, paints and ceramics.
In Semester 1, Years 2-6 students
focused on several elements of art
including colour, line, shape, value,
texture, form and space. Students
developed these elements through
a variety of media from drawing
and painting, through to sculptures,
printmaking and ceramics. Students
looked at art from Australian
Indigenous artists through to
European artists including Monet,
Picasso and Da Vinci.
In Semester 2 we have been focusing
on projects with cross curricula
links to Geography. The programs
developed include painting water
colour landscapes,
Japanese calligraphy,
Maori and African
inspired masks, fabric
painting, ceramics,
sculptures and kite
making. To celebrate all
our hard work, a whole
school art exhibition
was held for education
week.
We were also fortunate
enough to have
Junkadelic come
and work with Mr
McKenzie’s Year 5 class
to make chariots and
costumes for the Greek
Festival in October. It
was lots of fun and the
results were amazing.
Overall we have had a
very productive year
in the art room. We
would like to thank
all the students for
working consistently to
continue to develop all
of their skills through
a wide range of media
and mediums.
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Mount Hawthorn Primary School
Financial Summary as at
31 December 2019

Revenue - Cash & Salary Allocation
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Voluntary Contributions
Charges and Fees
Fees from Facilities Hire
Fundraising/Donations/Sponsorships
Commonwealth Govt Revenues
Other State Govt/Local Govt Revenues
Revenue from Co, Regional Office and Other Schools
Other Revenues
Transfer from Reserve or DGR
Residential Accommodation
Farm Revenue (Ag and Farm Schools only)
Camp School Fees (Camp Schools only)
Total Locally Raised Funds
Opening Balance
Student Centred Funding
Total Cash Funds Available
Total Salary Allocation
Total Funds Available

Budget
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Actual

41,559.00
200,292.00
9,996.00
85,104.00
2,684.00
49,619.00
27,034.00
18,020.00
434,308.00
109,540.00
514,974.00
1,058,822.00
6,838,299.00
7,897,121.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Locally Generated Revenue - Budget vs Actual

41,558.50
200,293.53
9,996.35
85,104.24
2,683.50
49,618.60
27,035.64
18,020.00
434,310.36
109,539.58
514,974.23
1,058,824.17
6,838,299.00
7,897,123.17

$000
Budget

200

150

100

Current Year Actual Cash
Sources

Transfers from
Locally Raised
$ Funds
336,952.62
Reserves
Student Centred
$ 514,974.23
Funding2%
Other Govt Grants
$ 52,302.10
Other
$ 27,035.64
Other Govt Grants
Transfers from
$ Reserves
18,020.00
6%
$ 949,284.59
Other
3%

Actual

250

50

Locally Raised Funds
35%

0

Revenue Source

Student Centred
Funding
54%

Expenditure - Cash and Salary
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Administration
Lease Payments
Utilities, Facilities and Maintenance
Buildings, Property and Equipment
Curriculum and Student Services
Professional Development
Transfer to Reserve
Other Expenditure
Payment to CO, Regional Office and Other Schools
Residential Operations
Residential Boarding Fees to CO (Ag Colleges only)
Farm Operations (Ag and Farm Schools only)
Farm Revenue to CO (Ag and Farm Schools only)
Camp School Fees to CO (Camp Schools only)
Total Goods and Services Expenditure
Total Forecast Salary Expenditure
Total Expenditure
Cash Budget Variance

Budget
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

45,971.00
22,928.00
326,464.00
184,307.00
321,394.00
13,000.00
21,500.00
3,627.00
4,090.00
-

Actual
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

32,382.27
22,929.12
274,046.37
164,436.47
293,499.48
12,356.86
21,500.00
3,630.31
4,145.00
-

943,281.00 $
6,711,475.00 $
7,654,756.00 $
115,541.00

828,925.88
6,711,475.00
7,540,400.88

$000

Goods and Services Expenditure - Budget vs Actual
Budget

Actual

350

300
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200
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100

50

0

Cash Position
$000
310

Expenditure Purpose

260
210
160
110
60
10

Cash Position as at:
Bank Balance
Made up of:
1 General Fund Balance
2 Deductible Gift Funds
3 Trust Funds
4 Asset Replacement Reserves
5 Suspense Accounts
6 Cash Advances
7 Tax Position
Total Bank Balance

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

537,749.68
229,898.29
307,356.39
4,029.00
(3,534.00)
537,749.68

